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Ranger Day to have new look ''Information explosion'' 
cited as calalyst for core 
change consideration 
BLAST FROM TilE PAST: Debby Saiz bumps the ball over the net into the 
waiting hands of(l. tor.) Denny Bryant, Kelly Vinnola, and Domonic Rodriguez. 
by Beth Stone 
This year's Ranger 
Day, April 20, will offer par-
ticipants a few breaks from 
tradition. In addition to pro-
viding more organized games 
for students and faculty, this 
year's Ranger committee de-
cided against having a major 
beer company sponsor the event 
"We will be getting 
support from Pepsi and Coors, 
but we have no outright spon-
sor as we have bad in the past," 
said Ranger Day Committee 
Chair Kelli Vinnola, "we tried 
to get sponsors and they didn't 
respond or they couldn't give 
us anything. We decided we 
didn't want an alcohol sponsor 
because it was such a hassle in 
the past." 
Ranger Week festivi-
ties will kick off on Monday, 
Aprill5 at 9 p.m. in the Ranger 
Station with musician/comedian 
Jolly Demis. Tuesday, Ttm Wand 
will again hypnotize willing 
victims at 9 p.m.in the cafeteria 
for the admission price of $2 or 
$1 with a PAC card. 
Wednesday, a Nin-
tendo tournament will be held 
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the 
Ranger Station. Prizes will be 
awarded to those champioos wbo 
prove their skill at Tetris and 
Mario Brothers. Only sixteen 
people may participate in this 
video game tourney, so eager 
contestants are asked to sign up 
early. Sign-up sheets will be 
available next Monday and 
Tuesday at noon in the first 
floor lobby of the Student Center. 
PAC will present 
Comedy Sports, an impromptu 
comedy troupe which special-
izes in audience interaction, on 
Thursday at 9 p.m. in the Ranger 
Station. 
Friday, the new "fam-
ily comedy without the fam-
ily," Home Alone, will be shown 
at 3 p.m. in the Science Amphi-
theater. 
Saturday, Ranger Day, 
will start at noon with the Colo-
rado band, Tsunami. The fol-
lowing performances are sched-
uled that day: The Regis 
Dance department will perform 
in the quad from 3 to 3:30p.m., 
Regis' own Grove Nods will 
rock the Ranger bandstand from 
3:30 to4:30, the Colorado rock 
band. Windfteld. will play from 
5 to 7 p.m., comedian/magi-
cian Steve Corbet will mystify 
audiences with his feats of illu-
sion from 7:15 to 8:15 p.m., 
and the "Top-40" band, Hot 
Lunch will take over at 9 p.m 
and finish out the evening. 
While programmed 
festivities are going on, partici-
pants will be able to enjoy new · 
additions to Ranger Day, in-
cluding a nine bole miniature 
golf course, bumper cars, and a 
complete concession stand. 
Organized games like Izzy 
Dizzy, tricycle races, and a three-
legged race are also being 
planned. 
Old favorites will re-
turn as well. The infamous air 
castle will be present in addi-
tion to volleyball nets and 
dunking booths. 
Ranger Day admission 
tickets can be purchased during 
any lunch hour next week for 
$10 cash or $8 with a PAC 
card. Those wishing to charge 
admission tickets through the 
bookstore may also do so at 
that time for $12 or $8 with a 
PAC card. Admission tickets 
will cost $12 on the day of the 
event or $8 with a PAC card. 
Faculty, staff and their families 
are invited to participate in the 
day free of charge. 
This year, the option 
of charging or purchasing car-
nival tickets to be used on con-
cessions, games or rides is also 
being offered. Up to $8 dollars 
worth of these tickets can be 
charged in the bookstore or 
purchased for cash at the time 
of admission ticket purchase. 
Ranger day admission 
includes entrance to all events, 
a6oz. plastic cup, and a Ranger 
Day tee-shirt. designed by Fresh-
man Tim O'Brien, Senior Dave 
Card and Sophomore Glen 
Glorioso. 
by Patti Kato 
At the April 8 General As-
sembly meeting, Dean Shaver 
told students core curriculum 
are motivated by "[the faculty's] 
desire to improve the academic 
experience and the outcome for 
our students." The core along 
with academic advising are two 
areas they have focused on 
improving this year. 
Shaver emphasized 
that any improvements and 
changes to the core will impact 
future students. Although the 
faculty have agreed on possible 
ways to change the core, de-
tails on how to administer the 
changes are yet to be worked 
out. The earliest possible im-
plementation of core changes 
would not take place until Fall 
1992. 
Shaver cited the 
"knowledge explosion" as a 
major reason the core curricu-
lum needs improvements. The 
number of essential books and 
disciplines has multiplied so 
much that it would take 15 years 
to cover the important content 
areas, Shavernoted. Addition-
ally, most content information 
bas a tum over rate of five 
years. Shaver believes college 
education must move away from 
covering material to teaching 
students how to deal with ma-
terial. 
One effort in this di-
rection is the freshman seminar 
which will be implemented on 
a trial basis next year. The 
seminars will "concentrate on 
helping beginning college stu-
dents to do the work of col-
lege." Rather than focus on 
content, these seminars will 
attempt to teach freshmen bow 
to choose, read, and criticize 
texts as well as formulate, de-
velop and communicate ideas. 
Every freshman must take a 
seminar, which will be taught 
by the student's advisor for the 
year. The seminars should be 
an orientation to academic life 
and advising, as well as to Regis. 
Faculty have also 
suggested a renewed emphasis 
on "across the core" efforts. In 
addition to writing across the 
core, numeracy across the core 
and critical thinking across the 
core may also be pushed. Fac-
ulty are also promoting "read-
ing across the grain," a method 
See Core, p. 9 
Prom: Tomorrow night, 
UnProm: Canceled 
by Patti Kato 
"Prom is this Friday?!" was 
a frequently heard expression 
this past week. Student confu-
sion and incredulity about the 
Aprill2 date for Prom stemmed 
partly from the fact that Prom 
is traditionally held the night 
before Ranger Day. Students 
were surprised further due to 
the short notice given. Posters 
advertising the event and ticket 
sales did not materialize until 
early this week. 
Speaking on behalf of jun-
ior class representative Shan-
non Mahoney, Matt Gambs 
informed General Assembly last 
Monday that the decision to 
move the date a week ahead 
was made well ahead of time. 
However, publicity and ticket 
sales were not planned in a timely 
fashion. 
Prom will be held from 9 
p.m. to 1 a.m. ·at the Hiwan 
Country Club in Evergreen with 
the band Sudden Impact pro-
viding music. Tickets will be 
sold in the Student Center at 
meal times today and tomor-
row. Prices are $20 for couples 
and $13 for singles. Tickets 
can also be purchased at the 
door or in the Campus Life 
office. Gambs said that al-
though no dinner will be avail-
able, there will be a cash bar 
and "tidbit things." 
The question of 
whether or not UnProm would 
still be held on the eve of Ranger 
Day was also raised at General 
Assembly Monday. Sophomore 
class representative Whitney 
Traylor addressed the question. 
Traylor announced that due to 
lack of support from others in 
the sophomore class the dance 
will not be held. The sopho-
more class is planning an event 
for the weekend before fmals 
week instead. 
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Senate constitution to be revised, 
G .A. absentee clause unclear 
by Kate Skarbek 
The Executive Board 
i" currently rcwonling the phras-
ing of the student constitution 
in an attempt to clarify exactly 
how many of what type of ab-
sences are permissible and to 
funher define the reinstatement 
process that suspend~ ,mem-
bers must undergo. h 
At the March 25 Gen-
eral Assembly (G.A.), many of 
the member!> who had been 
suspended from voting power 
for either failing to undergo the 
required organizational review 
process or mi~ing too many 
meetings, said they were con-
fused about how many meet-
ings they could have safely 
missed. 
It was decided that 
Chief Justice Kelly Mcinerney 
should examine Article III, 
Section VIII ofthe Constitution 
of the Regis College Student 
Senate which pertains to loss of 
voting privileges. The clause 
in question read, in part, as: 
Each voting member will be 
allowed one absence and two 
proxy absences during the year. 
A voting member who misses 
more than the three absences 
will have their voting rights 
suspended for at least two G.A. 
meetings (p. 7). 
After deliberation with 
Vice-President of G.A. Peggy 
Gladbach and Secretary Mary 
Stalp, Mcinerney reworded the 
second sentence to read as "A 
Recent violence leaves 
mark on Teikyo, 
students urged to be 
aware of personal safety 
by Del ~) r.trk 
The trial of James C. 
Close Jr., the alleged as.<;ailant 
in the attack of six Teikyo 
Loretto Heights University 
students last October, ha-; lin-
gered for those students in-
volved, said Lisa Murray, 
Manager of Teikyo Public 
Relations. 
Close will spend an 
estimated 60-200 years in jail 
less, created an ''unfortunate 
awareness of racial harassment 
within the University, but we 
have put it behind us with \he 
help of community support", 
Murray said. "There haven't 
been any racial harassment 
inddems since October. Stu-
dents are aware of personal 
safety and have been advised to 
avoid situations that might 
involve assault", said Aigner. 
A rise in racial inci-
This incident caused "an unfortunate awareness of 
racial harrassment within the University, but we 
have put it behind us with the help of community 
support"" -Murray 
for the Teikyo assaults. authori-
ties say. 
Paul Akers, editorial 
writer for the Rocky Mountain 
News, wrote "Close is a sadis-
tic thug, but he isn't Charles 
Manson." Akerssuggestedthat 
this sentence might be a little 
too stiff for a second-degree 
assault charge. It is not certain 
that Close's motivation in the 
Tcikyo incident was derived 
from racial hatred towards 
Japanese youths. 1:-ut officials 
state he has been linked to 
another related assault. 
Greg Aigner, Director 
of Teikyo Student Services, 
stated Teikyo University offi-
cials are of the opinion, "We 
are glad· that the assailants were 
apprehended and will be pun-
ished. As to Close's sentence, 
we cannot judge the jury's find-
ings." 
This incident, nonethe-
dents and harassment has pro-
moted many colleges tCl adopt 
conduct codt:S that prohibit 
discriminatory harassment. In 
spring 19~. the University of 
Wisconsin adopted "Design for 
Diversity", a multifaceted plan 
created by Wisconsin Univer-
sity's Board of Regents. 
Wisconsin's plan 
called for changes in Wiscon-
sin's condu~t code to addre!>S 
physical and verbal violations. 
lbe plan has worked with suc-
cess. but, the conditions out-
lined to address verbal viola-
tions have attracted misinter-
pretation and constitutional 
scrutiny. 
Teikyo is designing 
student safety presentations and 
criminal seminars that will be 
presented to students enrolling 
for the summer session, said 
Aigner. 
voting member who misses more 
than the above stat~ three 
absences. . . " in a draft she 
presented to the April 9 meet-
ing of G .A. for approval. 
Previously, members 
were stripped of power after 
their third absence -- even if no 
proxy was sent instead. Ac-
cording to the new interpreta-
tion, if a voting member misses 
more than one meeting without 
sending a proxy, that voting 
member will immediately be 
suspend~ from power. 
Under this stricter in-
terpretation, senior class repre-
sentative Tom Zummach, the 
only class officer to still have 
power under the former inter-
pretation, hasalsolosthis privi-
leges. 
While those present 
felt the rewording of the ab-
sences clause did, in fact, clar-
ify that matter sufficiently, they 
were still confused about the 
procedure for reinstatement of 
their voting privileges. 
Gladbach motioned 
that Section VIII be tabled until 
the next G.A. meeting. The 
motion was seconded. Mcin-
erney will submit another revi-
sion to G.A. on April 22. 
Of those who were 
stripped of power during the 
last two months, only Kevin 
Maloney ofthe 0 'Connell Hall 
Governing Board has petitioned 
for reinstatement, Gladbach said 
at the Monday night meeting. 
PAC members 
announced 
by Beth Stone 
New members of the Program 
Activities Council (PAC) were 
announced April 1. The in-
coming council was approved 
by members of the Generdl 
Assembly last Monday. 
luniot Wend'j l..ecnatd 
will be the vice president of 
PAC. 
Junior Pam Espinoza 
has been elected the on-cam-
pus events coordinator. 
The off-campus events 
coordinator is Sophomore Cyndi 
Counterman. 
Sophomore Kara 
Kolomitz will be the promo-
tions coordinator. Freshman 
Kelly Haught, Freshman Amy 
Metz, Junior Gayle Rafferty and 
Sophomore Kendra Mondragon 
were elected promotion chairs. 
Freshman Dominic 
Dezutti will be the film chair. 
The Intercollegiate 
chair will be Freshman Dustin 
Delridge. 
Sophomore Chad 
Osborn was elected pub chair-
man. 
Sophomore Claire 
Russell will be the culture/lec-
ture chair. 
The dance/concert 
chair will be Freshman Yong 
Kim. 
Freshman Cecelia 
Baumgartner was elected the 
Clarification 
Wendy Leonard 
special programming chair. 
The traveVrecreation 
chair will be Sophomore Julie 
Hewgley. 
Leonard commented 
that she was invigorat~ by the 
new council's retreat to Allen-
spark this past weekend: -
"I'd like to program 
for the diverse audience at Regis. 
I'd like to bring together a group 
of people with different talents 
and different backgrounds to 
provide fun things for Regis 
College students to do," she 
said. 
"[The new council] 
has so much energy. I'd like to 
project our energy into the 
community and make [commu-
nity members] just as excited 
about going to events as we 
arc," she added. 
In the article entitled, "Jesuits to construct new resi-
dences north of O'Sullivan." in issue #13 of the Brown and 
Gold, it was not made clear as to where the new Jesuit residences 
will be built. The residence for the Jesuits who do not currently 
work at Regis or who have never worked for the institution, will 
be built on non-campus land on 53rd street. A separate resi-
dence for Jesuits currently working at Regis will be built to the 
northwest of the O'Sullivan center. 
Loyola bomb threat spawns 
evacuation, thorough search 
by Pam Espinoza 
Regis College got quite 
a surprise on Thursday, March 
25 when a bomb threat forced 
security to evacuate Loyola Hall 
from 9:30 a.m . to 10:15 a.m. 
while formal search was con-
ducted to ensure the building's 
security. Classes resumed 45 
minutes later when no evidence 
of a bomb was found by secu-
rity, maintenance, and the 
Denver Police Department. 
Head of Security Jack 
Isenhart explained that the threat 
was handled using security 
procedure for bomb threats. 
When the call came in to the 
switchboard at approximately 
9:30 a.m., the first step was to 
determine how much informa-
tion the caller had given the op-
erator. Because the caller had 
specified where the bomb was 
placed and when it would go 
off, 10 a.m., Isenhart immedi-
ately contacted maintenance and 
security, who evacuated Loyola 
Hall and notified the Denver 
police. Isenhart considered the 
incident serious because the 
specifics given hinted at some-
thing more than just a prank. 
He stressed that security treats 
every bomb threat as real. 
Once the building had 
been evacuated, Isenhart, secu-
rity, maintenance, and the 
Denver police conducted a 
systematic search of the build-
ing by examining crawl spaces 
and other areas where a bomb 
might have been placed. Even 
after a search revealed nothing 
out of the ordinary, classes were 
detained until after the I 0 a .m. 
detonation deadline. Because 
there was no evidence of a bomb 
found, the Denver bomb squad 
was not called in. 
There are several theo-
ries about who made the call to 
the switchboard. The first the-
ory is that of a college prank to 
postpone a test occurring that 
day. Isenhart stated that there 
were several tests going on in 
Loyola Hall that day and the 
prank could have been a stu-
dent trying to get out of taking 
the test. 
A second theory is that 
of a disgruntled employee. 
Several employees had been 
dismissed during the week and 
it is possible that one of those 
former employees made the call, 
according to Isenhart. 
Another theory con-
cerns a dissatisfied student from 
New Mexico, who was dealing 
with the RECEP department. 
When RECEP could not ac-
commodate the student. he 
became very irate on the phone 
and made a bomb threat. This 
was dismissed by Isenhart. 
however, because this call and 
the bomb threat ~ccurred in a 
short amount of time, and the 
student from New Mexico 
would have needed more time 
to arrive at Regis. 
A final theory con-
cerns racial unrest. Isenhart 
stated that two threatening 
messages had been scrawled in 
bathroom stalls related to the 
Middle East conflict. Because 
the second message was a 
continuation of the frrst. they 
determined the messages came 
from the same writer. How-
ever, Isenhart doesn' t believe 
the bomb to come from this 
source because there are no 
Iraqi students on campus. He 
See Threat, p. 9 
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LIFE DIRECTIONS CENTER 
ARE YOU PREPARING FOR: AN 
INTERNSHIP, SUMMER JOB, GRAD SCHOOL, 
OR CAREER OPPORTUNITY? 
PREPARING FOR THE INTERVIEW 
*Learn all you can about the company. 
*Know your: skills, career goals, motives 
for wanting to work for this company. 
*Have your references ready on a typed sheet. 
*Allow plenty of time-arrive early & do not 
schedule an appointment immediately after 
your scheduled time. 
DURING THE INTERVIEW 
*Listen carefully. 
*Answer questions directly, honestly, & 
enthusiastically. Embellish with examples. 
*Sell yourself with emphasizing the positive. 
*Communicate effectively, use plenty of eye contact. 
a relaxed manner; smile often. 
*Have several questions ready to ask the interviewer. 
*Relate past experiences to the job for which you are 
applying. 
NEYER ... 
*Lie or exaggerate. 
*Take someone else along with you to the interview. 
*Smoke or chew gum. 
*Arrive late or hassled. 
*Criticize a former employer. 
AFTER THE INTERVIEW 
*Send a thank you letter restating your interest & qualifications. 
*Analyze & learn from the interview: 
-Did 1 pre~nt my qualifications to th~ best. advantage? 
-How can I improve my next mtervtew? 
Basically, Be yourself & .... GOOD LUCK!! 
WELLNESS RETREAT 
in 
CABO SAN LUCAS! 
June 8--12, 
$975--includes tuition for 3 credit hrs, 
airfare, lodging, transfers, boat 
excursion, & materials. 
Contact Nancy Greene at 
369-4764 or 458-3507 
for information or to sign up. 
STRESS 
Minimize the effects!! 
There are many ways to keep all the 
negative 
effects of different stressors to a 
minimum, 
including: 
* Take time for yourself to relax 
each day. 
* Exercise regularly, after getting 
your doctor's O.K. 
* Learn to "let go" of things which 
are outside your 
control. Learn to adapt to changes. 
* Learn to take action when you can 
make a difference. 
* Avoid excessive alcohol, caf feine, 
fats, & sugar. Don't smoke. 
* Go away for the weekend. 
* Give your time to something 
or someone you believe in. 
The Mind-Body 
Connection 
Your mind and body are con-
nected. When your mind is 
healthy, your body can resist 
illness better. When your body 
is healthy, your feelings are more 
positive. During stressful times, 
take care of both for maximum 
health & satisfaction. 
SUPPORT GROUP 
for Students recovering from ANOREXIA/BULIMIA 
(CONFIDENTIAL) 
Meets: Thursdays-- 12:15--1 :30 p.m. 
Meditation Room, Life Directions Center 
If you are interested call: 
Jerene Anderson Personal Counseling--458-3507 
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Campus Corner 
Cadello to offer Ethical 
Decision Making in Business 
class this summer 
If you are looking for 
an interesting class this sum-
mer, you might be interested in 
the Ethical Dedsion Making in 
Contemporary Business class 
taught by Jim Cadello, assis-
tant professor of philosophy. 
This class can be taken for credit 
in Philosophy, Accounting, 
Economics or Business. 
sion," Cadello said. 
JasonArosteguy, who 
took the class last year, said 
"lbis is a dynamic and thought-
provoking cla-.s. and one w hkh 
gives a differt:nt outlook on 
bw.iness." 
Taking this oourse will 
allow one to "learn more about 
how business really works," and 
"teaches one how to cope and 
deal with business," Arostcguy 
added. 
This course will inves-
tigate a variety of issues related 
to contemporary business prac-
tice. 
"A concerted effort has 
been made to make the read-
ings and discus..-.ions easy and 
open. There arc not a iot of 
difficult, technical philosophi-
cal readings. Instead, materi-
als have been selected so that 
they will be accessible to those 
not tn1incd in philosophy, and 
to provoke reflection and to 
stimulate interesting discus-
C.adello also noted that 
the brochure. which lists senior 
standing as a prerequisite for 
the class, is incorrect. The only 
prerequisite for the class is PL-
250. 
• 
-
Ethical Decision 
Making in Contemporary Bu..,i-
nesl> is offered Session C, and 
will meet for three weeks from 
6 - 9 p.m. Monday through 
Thursday evenings. 
-
• itJ 
-
IHURSDAY--APRIL II 
1'H URSDAY THRILLS 
"Earth wood" 
4:30--6:00 p.m.--PUB 
APRIL 15---APRIL 20 
RANGER WEEK!! 
MONDAY 
JOLLYDEMIS 
9 p.m.--Pub 
TUESDAY 
]1M WAND 
9 P.M.--Pub 
$2 or $1 with PAC Card 
WEDNESDAY 
NINTENDO TOURNAMENT 
11 a.m.--1 p.m.--Pub 
LECTURE 
DALE VAN AITA 
Syndicated Journalist 
8 p.m.--Science Amp. 
THURSDAY 
COMEDY SPORTS 
9-10 p.m.--Drink Specials---1 0-11 p.m.--comedians 
Pub 
FRIDAY 
"HOME ALONE" 
3 p.m.--Science Amp. 
SATURDAY 
RANGER DAY 
G.A. MINUTES 
March 25, 1991 
I. Roll Call 
D. Approval of Minutes 
Dominick Rodriguez--Off Campus Rep, and Patti 
Kato--Alpha Sigma Nu, approved the minutes from the 3-11-
()1 GA. 
ill. General Assembly Format and Focus 
Peggy Gladbach, VP of General Assembly stressed 
the importance of attendance as a goal for the remainder of th 
1990-91 school year and for 1991-92. All of General Assem-
bly was informed that those members having lost voting 
rights would be puhlished in the March 28 issue of the Brown 
& Gold. She then passed out questionnaires concerning GA 
which were collected after the meeting. 
IV. Voting Privileges 
The majority of present voting members have lost 
their voting power due to absences. It was emphasized that a 
members should try to gain back their voting rights before the 
close of the semester. 1be floor ?Sked questions regarding 
voting procedures. upon which Peggy stated that Kelly Mcln-
cmey--Chief Justice would interpret the Constitution on this 
subject and the matter will be addressed again at the next GA. 
V. Donors Ceremony Amendment 
The Honors Ceremony Amendment was given a 
quick read-through and corrections were made concerning vo-
cabulary and the removal of positions no longer existing at 
Regis. It was then approved by assumption as no one called 
for a Roll Call vote. 
VT. Easter Egg Hunt 
Jenelle Martin--Director of Community Relations 
stated that there will be an Easter Egg Hunt on Saturday, 
March 30. At lO:OOam disabled children will be on campus, 
and at 2:00pm other children will be on campus for egg 
collecting. She said that 500 eggs had been donated and there 
will t:e egg coloring in the Residence Halls on Thursday 
evemng (3-28) at 7:00pm. All are encouraged to assist and 
this activity will count as Community Service projects 
for clubs and organizations. 
VII. Announcements 
Circle K will be having a game night in the Pub on 4-
12 for those not attending Prom. 
lbe Biology Club will be sponsoring Environmental 
Awareness Week 4-8 through 4-12 with a planned trip to the 
IMAX theatre. 
The school color proposals were approved by Michelle Hubert 
of CLC and Tasha Zonski-Off Campus Rep. 
Vlll.Adjoumment 
. Dave Lowe and Liz Harding moved to adjourn the 
meetmg. 
3191 W. 38th Ave. ORDER 
455-1234 EARLY!! 
Campus Briefs 
Organizational Review 
CXganizational Review 
for clubs and organizations will 
take place Thursday. ApriliR 
Friday. April19 and Tu~:Sday' 
April23, Wednesday Aprilz4: 
All clubs and organizations must 
sign up to go through the rev. 
eiw or risk not receiving any 
monetary support from the 
Executive Board. 
SAINTS 
Saints applications are 
due Monday, April15. Appli· 
cations are available in Cam-
pus Life. 
Chemistry Magic Show 
Dr. James Giulianelli and the 
Chemistry club will present 
amazing feats of chemical 
mischief on Wednesday, April 
17, at 4 p.m. in the Science 
Amphitheater. All arc wei· 
come, there is no admission. 
"tX)tJ'T 6£ 
"DoN'T WRiTE OPINioNS 
OF r.R.5. WORK£R5 ()\) 
i'OIJI{ lAX FoRM. 
I 
I 
I 
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Year-long sabbaticals Rat Olympics fun and educational 
offer opportunities prior to OnEas:; ~~~:. rat's trainers and coaches. Students use the aspects of ele-
mentary reinforcement to shape 
the rat's behavior so it will 
Regis' Psychology Depart-fOr personal research menthelditsllthannualRat 
Olympics. The event was so learn its event. When the rat is 
a good rat and performs well, 
it will receive a food pellet. by Michelle Hyman 
Every spring a hand-
ful of Regis Faculty apply and 
are given sabbaticals for the 
following year to do special-
ized research and writing in 
their discipline. The following 
is a list of those doing so next 
fall and their respective proj-
ects. 
Associate Professoc of 
English Eleanor Swanson is 
hoping to finish revisions and 
submit for publication her novel 
entitled Before The Reef. Ad-
Vr. Cfiarfes 
'Brase is aTIWtlfl tfiose wfio 
wi{{ 6e going on sa#n.ti-
ca£ nettj year. 
ditionally she would like to 
gather material for a text tenta-
tively entitled Literacy, The 
liberal Alts And Language: An 
Interdisciplinary, Mulilcultural 
Reader. This text could be 
used for writing classes and in-
troduction to sociology "courses. 
Finally Swanson would like to 
work on a manuscript of po-
etry, short stories and articles 
in progress. 
Associate Professoc of 
Sociology James 'Roth would 
like to try to put together and 
edit an anthology on environ-
mental issues. Also, he would 
like to write a number of essays 
on wealth and power, the ideas 
for which he has developed 
during his past thirteen years of 
teaching. 
Father William Miller, 
S.J., professor of chemistry, will 
be traveling to Sogang, Korea 
to teach advance courses to 
highly motivated Korean stu-
dents. This is the third time he 
has accepted an invitation to 
teach there. 
Associate Professor of Reli-
gious Studies Randy Lumw will 
be doing reading, research, and 
writing on Native American 
religious traditions. He hopes 
to visit a number of the impor-
tant Native American sites. In 
addition, Lumpp would like to 
develop Regis holdings in vari-
ous media and teaching aids. 
He would especially like to make 
Native American materials more 
available to Regis students. 
Lumpp would also like to re-
vise a manuscript he and Father 
Thomas Steele, S.J. wrote en-
titled Navajo Ceremonial Prac-
tice. During any spare mo-
ments, Lumpp would like to 
develop additional writing for 
publication. 
Professor of Mathematics 
Charles Brase has four main 
projects on which he will be 
working. The first is a National 
Science Foundation Project to 
develop a "case study" approach 
in lower level math courses along 
the University of Denver and 
Arapahoe Community College. 
The second and third projects 
encompass the development of 
mathematical case studies with 
supporting computer software 
for three upper \eve\ Regis 
mathematical courses. The 
fourth and final project is a 
reading project emphasizing 
developments in advanced sta-
tistics, fractals, chaos theory, 
non-linear dynamic progress, 
Monte Carlo stimulation and 
interactive game theory. 
Associate Professor of 
English JoAnne Karpinski will 
be working a monograph on 
quilts as a mode of women: s 
discourse. The work will be 
titled, Pieces of lives, Patterns 
ofMeaning: AModeofWomen's 
Discourse. 
Dean for Campus 
Programs Judson Shaver be-
lieves this to be an extraordi-
nary group of people with 
wonderful projects. Further he 
said we will miss them all but 
look forward to their new un-
derstandings and ideas. 
FAST FUNDRAISING 
PROGRAM $IOOOIN JUST 
. ~~iK. 
Earn up to $1000 in o~e w.eek 
for your campus orgamzatwn. 
Plus a chance at $5000 more! 
This program works! 
No investment needed. 
can 1.soo-932-os2s Ext. so 
well attended that T.V. view-
ing monitors had to be used 
so that everyone could catch 
the action. 
"The Rat Olympics 
is a learning exercise that 
offers the students the op-
portunity to apply ideas and 
principles they have learned 
in class in a unique circum-
stance.", said Dr. Eugene 
Delay, Rat Olympic Official. 
The Rat Olympics 
pit albino rats against one 
another in various events. 
This year's events included 
the hurdles, the ladder climb, 
and the pentathlon. Rat 
olympians are judged on their 
times and performances for 
an overall event score. Gold 
and silver medalists are 
awarded with, and wear their 
very own olympic medals. 
"It's a kick.", said Delay. 
The students are the 
The students teach the 
rat certain cues so that it will 
do specific things. A whistle 
might tell the rat to climb a 
ladder and a ringing bell might 
mean run very fast. If the rat 
does not hear any cues from its 
trainers, it will sit still and not 
move. The students and rats 
work together to learn specific 
cues. The better the team cues 
the rat, the better the rat's time, 
said Delay. 
"It is terribly impor-
tant that students understand 
and apply basic principles that 
are used in psychology if they 
• are going to be in a therapy 
·• situation latter in life.", said 
Delay. The Rat Olympics fo-
on social learning theo-
cognitive depression, and 
techniques. 
Get Credit When You 
Discover The $39.25 Solution. 
There is a treasure of summer courses at Red Rocks that will 
allow you to get many of your college requirements out of the way for 
just $39.25 a credit! Transfe;able courses such as calculus, chemistry, 
biology, English composition, speech communication, and foreign 
languages are typical of the 58 different core curriculum courses 
we offer! 
If you've been wondering how to finish college sooner, or just 
make up classes, come out to our beautiful campus that's just 15 
minutes west of downtown Denver on Sixth Avenue or come to our 
Arvada site at Wadsworth and I-70. You11 find the courses you need, 
a dedicated faculty, and plenty of free parking! 1991Summer Scltedule 
Daytime, evening, and weekend classes for 7 
or 10-week semesters begin June 3. Registration 
starts April 29. Get in the swim and discover 
our treasure of courses! 
r------------------------------------------------------------------ -------, 
For Information Call: 988-6160 
0 Yes, I want to review your classes. 0 Please send me your Summer Schedule. 
0 Call me at-------------
NAME ADDRESS 
CITY STATE ZIP 
TELEPHONE 
~ 
il!.&UJe 
Re.d Rocks Community College 
The stepping stones to your future 
13300 West Sixth Avenue • Lakewood, Colorado 80401-5398 • (303) 988-6160 
An EEOIAA lnstitutllln 
----------------- ---------------~-~------~--7-------------------------------------------------
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Welcome Home Post-war life difficult for returning reservist 
by David Lowe, 
Patti Quintero, 
Kathy Charles 
When most heard news 
of the Gulf War. the events 
seemed distant. For some, the 
distance became a reality. 
Regis alumnus and 
reserve medic, John Fennell, 
was ju~t one reserve student 
from Regiswhowascalledinto 
active duty in the Middle East. 
Fennell was called to serve in 
Bahrain !>hortly before Christ-
mas. lie returned to Colorado 
Saudi 
Arabia Emirates 
three weeks ago. 
Fennell spent much of 
his Christmas holiday prepar-
ing both physically and emo-
tionally for his departure to from 
friends and family. 
"I had some regret and 
even at times felt I might be 
walking out on them [family 
and friends]. It was nothing I 
could do anything about, it was 
just a feeling I had," Fennell 
said. 
The struggle Fennell 
faced in separating from his 
family, his girlfriend and his 
friends at school wm. very diffi-
cult. However, what proved to 
be an even bigger feat was re-
turning to Colorado and trying 
to again become a pan of the 
community. 
"I came back in the 
middle of Man:h and I saw 
friends in class, friends partici-
pating in planning for gradu-
ation land) doing the things that 
other seniors do. thin~ like that, 
that I don't get to do. I still 
have tho.<;C regreL'i or anger about 
it," Fennell said. 
While ·he was called 
up to do a job he knew well, 
Fennell said he has changed 
since he left. 1be time. dis-
tance and unanswered questions 
about relationships caused him 
to reflect heavily on his life 
while he was on duty and now 
that he has returned to the United 
States. 
According to Fennell. 
the Brown and Gold was one of 
his main connections to Regis 
while he was away. He was 
assistant editor of the paper 
before he left. and continued 
his columns while in Saudi 
Ambia. Fennell was often re-
ferred to by other Brown and 
Gold staff members as the 
"Foreign Correspondent." The 
dubbed title was meant more as 
an expression of affection for 
Fennell than anything else, they 
said. 
"The columns in the 
Brown and Gold were a con-
nection. Still being connected 
to this place. connected to the 
friends I have here. Connected 
in some way to the entire com-
munity. friends. faculty and staff. 
1bere was no way for me to 
write to fifty people, so in some 
ways [the column] was ave-
hicle to keeping contact with 
people," Fennell said. 
Though Fennell was 
busy with his hospital job and 
the letters and columns back 
home, these activities did not 
alleviate his fears about war 
and death. He would some-
. times wake up to the sound of 
SCUD missiles flying overhead. 
Although there wasn't obvious 
panic when such events oc-
curred. he said he felt a need to 
prepare himself and his patients 
for a possible direct attack. 
"Just for a minute, I 
JUNIORS & SENIORS ... 
WOCULV:J{'rJ' :J'OfQ !l(.f?L'I!J{'£/l{. LI1JE 
CYJ{. Cf11!!v[p<{jS? 
NOW YOU CAN! ... WITH THE 
JUNIOR/SENIOR MEAL PLAN! 
Take. advantage of the meal plan that 
requires you to have ONLY$ 400 in 
Munch Money as the ENTIRE plan! 
You also have first choice on the room 
you want on campus 
For the convenience .. .for the involvement 
Sl4Y ON CAMPUS NEXT YEAR!! ... 
John Fennell is eagerly welcomed by his family and 
friends at Stapleton International airport. 
had that terror, hut then it faded. 
Other things took over. 1be 
mind would kick in on a task to 
perform -- so some of the other 
things got pushed aside." 
On one particular day, 
Fennell heard two Patriot mis-
siles break the sound barrier 
over his tent. 
"I was scared and ter-
rified when we heard the SCUD 
hit Dhahran and knew that 24 
people had died. Two hours 
later we had another SCUD alert. 
Seeing some of the wounded 
and having lost that sense of 
security with Patriot missiles, 
just for a minute I was terri-
fied," Fennell said. 
Being frequently 
scared and often times fatigued. 
Fennell said he often reached 
out to friends he had made at 
the hospital as well as to God. 
"God was my best 
friend in a lot of ways. There 
was a crucible of emotions being 
tossed about. I reached out to 
people and made close friend· 
ships and I reached out to God 
too," he said. 
Since his return home, 
Fennell has been looking, like 
most other graduating seniors, 
for a job. 
"If I had to go back 
[to Saudi Arabia) tomorrow, l 
would logistically dothcsamc 
thing to prepare, though l wou\6 
prepare differently emotion· 
ally," he said, "My time over 
there was short and things for 
the most part went pretty well. 
I came back in on~ piece but l 
feel somehow smarter and wiser 
and older having been there. 
And I know it is not easy and 
that danger is very real. Going 
over there was sometimes 
dream-like. I know I wouldn't 
feel like that if I bad to go back. 
I would really be present in 
every moment and know that 
every moment was dangerous." 
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Programs aid special olympians Ventriloquist captivates 
student audience 
l 'a..: 
Kimmi Glascock (left), Ray Shmielewski, Chris Nichol and Bobby Benett (far 
right) implement their program during the. Utah Special Olympics. 
March 7-9. a group of Alumna Aileen a separate program to aid out-
Regis computer scicnu: students Barker, Senior Robert &nell, of-Mate athletes in finding host 
traveled to the Utah State Spe- Freshman Raymond Shmie- families during the olympic 
cia! Olympics. with Profes~r lewski, Sophomore Keith Eld- games. The program take..-; the 
of Computer Science Wayne ridge. Sophomore Kimi Glas- athletes' needs, length of stay 
Bullock to implement two oom- cock. Senior Arthur Rea and and handicap into considera-
puter programs which were Senior Chris Nichol worked lion as well as the host rami-
designed to help speciai olym- together for a period of two se- lies' abilities to provide certain 
pians. mesters on a program to keep facilities for the visiting olym-
"We went over as a track of the statistics of each pians. After determining the 
group to observe the [Special athletic event. best match. the progrctm then 
Olympics] program and get a Nichol. confined to a prints Olit a oontrdCl whK.:tHlctails 
by Beth Stone 
Who grt:w up in Illi-
nois, looks like a grocery clerk. 
ha" an MBA and two puppets 
named Romeo and Juliet? 
Many folks wouldn't hazard 
a guess, or even dare to be-
lieve that such an individual 
exists, but he does and was 
here last Thun.Jay evening 
in the Ranger Station. 
Comedian Taylor 
Mason, best known in Den-
ver for his Sound Warehouse 
oommercial..,, tore up the stage 
with original tunes and jokes 
about everything from col-
lege life to Disneyland. 
Members of the audience were 
mcsmerizlxl by his jaunty pup-
pet partner. Romeo, whom 
Mason kept insisting "isn't 
real!" 
"I split a gut," said 
Senior Heather Beran,"He haJ 
some good material and Romeo 
had great 'attitude'." 
The mOl>t disappoint-
ing thing about Mason's show 
was the fact that just when the 
rowdy pub audience was spell-
bound enough (or drunk enough) 
to be quiet, his act was over. 
IXspite his educational 
background, Mason insisted," I 
don't really have any career 
goals." He expressed that he is 
eager however, to work on tele-
vision or perform in a movie 
some day. 
He has already broken 
into the world of T.V .• perhaps 
we '11 see him on the silver scre.t:n 
next. 
better feel for howthecomput- wheelchair himself, designed how long the athlete will stay 
ers would tie in," Bullock said. and what he or she re uires. Mason and Romeo belt out a tune 
JUNIORS & SENIORS 
CHECKOUT 
THE NEW LEADERSHIP POSITIONS 
IN CAMPUS LIFE! 
I:J..[P£1(9£54_ fJ'I O:J.,[U :J{OSrr' 
15 Positions 
Live with a Teikyo Japanese Student here on the Regis Campus. 
Help them connect with our environment! 
You will receive a half-room charge per semester and 
will have to take only $400 in Munch Money as a meal plan. 
tJ!E/E1(!llSS IS'I.919£rt5 
3 Positions 
Be part of working with the Resident Assistant .Staff and Personal Counseling 
& provideeducational programming for resid~nts of the halls. 
You will receive a half-room charge per semester and 
will have to take only $400 in 
Munch Money as a meal plan. 
Applications, with job descriptions, available 
NOW through April 17th in Campus Life, 
Room ·214, Student Center. 
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On Campus 
Lately 
Amy F1aherty, it's a dog-eat-
dog world isn't it? 
G.A. members. did you experi-
ence sugar coma after Mon-
day's assembly? 
KRCX what WERE you think-
ing? 
Caitlin Birge, what do you think 
of dorm life? 
New PAC members did you 
know physiclll agility would 
be a requirement for your jobs? 
Do all Regis seniors feel inse-
cure because they have schizo-
phrenic graduation announce-
ments? (Regis C. on the front 
and Regis U. on the inside!) 
.. ,., f·linw, full·linw/sumnwn,me/ 
lil'di-
We care ahout you and your 
,. Jucation. Our schol .. rsh•t' 
rr·)~ram awarded over $68.1•00 
:a-1 •urn mer. Trainees for car1.cl 
cart. $1450/month guorantetd. 
Ft-!1-timc on cvmpomy program. 
Ra;•;d adv•nccmt·nr I<> mnket and 
mana~em4:nl. 
CornerStone 
By Beth Stone 
The giant tortoi~ lives longer than any ~ther animal. 
One authentic record charts a particull:tr tortoise living 152 years 
after capture. 
Elephants have a life span of about 60 years. 
The average life span of a human being is 75.2 years 
according to the World Almanac. Of course Methuselah suppos-
edly liveJ 969 years and Moses 120 years, but they were really 
rather extraordinary people 
It seems that artificia 1. or man-made things fare better on 
this planet in the field of longevity than all of the above however. 
(Except Methuselah.) A lot of foam cups for instance, will still be 
hanging around on the Earth 500 years from now. Discarded bits 
of aluminum will also be glinting up from the soil long after 
generations of giant tortoises. And of course, disposable diapers 
will still be guarding their precious contents deep within dark 
landfills millennia from now. 
But what does all this mean, and why do I bring it up 
now? Becau~ April 22 is Earth Day and I want people to notice 
that it's coming. It will be just like any other day, of course, but 
just like other named days, it serves as a reminder, in this case the 
commemoration is obvious. 
When most people hear about Earth Day, they immedi-
ately think. of Boulder earthmuffins running around in sandals 
and socks, hugging trees. But Earth Day and environmental 
causes arc for everyone. \Vithout our ecosystem. we would not 
exist. 
I have learned that recycling is pretty simple if you set 
your mind to it. My roommate taught me that. We have mounds 
of recyclable items taking over our garage and it used to drive me 
nutso. My roommate seizes every little bit of paper, metal or glao;s 
she sees and sorts it into its proper pile. She reuses her lunch bags 
and even brought home a little plastic bottle for our septic tank so 
we conserve water whenever we flush. Sound insane? I don't 
think so anymore. She's pas..'>ed her habits on to me. 
You see, simply recycling isn't enough, as Mayor Feder-
ico Pena is discovering in trying to implement Denver's new 
curbside recycling plan. ( The Rocky Mountain News reported 
that most people aren't exactly clamoring to get such a program set 
up in their neighborhoods.) People have to want to take additional 
steps to protect the environment. They have to want to buy the 
goods that are being made from recycled products, for instance . . 
That market is suffering. 
There are also many other little simple things you can do 
to help the environment. Buy rechargeable batteries instead of 
conventional ones, keep your car tuned up, take part of Ranger 
Day morning (gasp!) to plant trees with the Biology club, don't 
leave the water running while you brush your teeth etc. 
Most importantly, whatever you decide to do, stick to it 
despite the weary glances which might be cru,t your way. People 
will learn by your example and they will love you for it later. 
From the Heart 
by Nick jackson 
I bet you didn't want to hear anything more about the 
Per---- Gul- confl-- for a long time to come, did you? 
Well, unfortunately, I think that there are still a number 
of les.<;ons which can and must be learned about this event if we 
are going to continue to advance as a leading-edge, highly 
developed, civilized country that is able to "keep up" with the 
rest of the world in economic, political, military, and social 
terms. 
We are in a scary situation at this time. As Americans, 
we have recently witnessed an almost entirely American mili-
tary demolish the army of a country which we had determined 
was a substantial threat to our well-being or at least to our social 
ideology. I think that this war made a lot of people very scared 
in many different ways. We were scared, of course, about the 
conditions of our peers who travelled over to a distant land 
possibly never to return (think hard about exactly what "never to 
return" means). This wa<; the most pres..'>ing fear. We were also 
scared about what Iraq would do next, how strong Iraq actually 
was. what the impact would be on our economy and on our 
environment. how long the war would last, and whether we 
would win convincingly or after a long entrenchment (it became 
fairly obvious after only a little while which way the war would 
end up, but not how long before this end result would come 
about). 
It is now, when most of the above questions have been 
answered (positively in most cases), that we face our most 
critical questions, however. We have won the land battle, now 
the iong-term issues are rearing their heads. What now? 
We could decide that this war proves who's still on top: 
the supreme United States of America. Once again. the red. 
white, and blue has triumphed in the defence of freedom. justice, 
and liberty! Once again, we have gone all out, without wavering 
or hesitating to use the full power that we needed!!! Once Again. 
we have fought hard. decisively, and with clear goab!!!! ONCE 
AGAIN ... wait a minute. 
What would the French, the Japanese, the Germans, 
many of the Middle Ea<;t countries, and the Kurds have to say 
about the above paragraph? 
... What?! We have to think about the considerations 
of other countries besides our own? What?! Our ideas are very 
openly contested by other people (besides those Communists)? 
Wh~t?! We mi.ght not be on top? Perish the thought! 
No, I'm not an America basher or an anti-American or 
an anti-patriot; I am just a student in International Relations with 
Dr. Schmidt who not only cares deeply about America but also 
ahoul Iraq, Saudi Arabia. Russia. China, etc., etc., etc. I am also 
very concerned about how many other people share this care. 
When we think about America, do we only think-about 
our flag. motherhood, and apple pie? Or do we think about other 
flags. brotherhood. and baklava (a Greek pastry)? I believe that, 
if we are to continue as a contributing country. we had better take 
off our blinders and listen very carefully and honestly to what the 
See Jackson, p.9 
Editorial Column 
by Kate Skarbek 
This weekend I was invited to go see Silence of the 
Lambs. Now. I knew it would be gory and, at times, difficult to 
watch since I have never lx'm "into" gore. But I figured, what the 
heck? What's the worst that could happen? I'd have to close my 
eyes and pretend I wasn't really there. So I went. 
I had to close my·eyes and pretend I wasn't really there 
on two or three occasions. Why didn't Ileave? Well, not only did 
I not drive but frankly, I thought it was a good movie. Excellent 
even, technically speaking. Just didn't care for the subject matter. 
Now, you're wrong if you think I'm going to start writing 
about what a demented society we live in that not only creates but 
buys. sells and flocks towards "works of art" about psychotic 
serial killers. I'm not. 
Instead, I'd like to tell you about something that hap-
pened while I was at the show. 
The scene: a barely lit movie. theater, about half-full. 
The audience members can only see each other in flashes, as light 
fades and bursts acros..<; the screen. 1bere i'> only a half-an-hour 
left of the suspenseful plot. The crunch of the last of someone's 
popcorn can be heard in the intermittent silem.:es punctuating the 
film's soundtrack. allowing the music to more effectively cres-
cendo after each pause. 
Here and there, a couple whispers to one another, teen-
age girls giggle but attention is, for the most part, riveted to the 
screen. 
Suddenly, the theater lights come on, the movie stops, 
the screen is blank until the managers start the slide show that was 
shown before the movie started. Some members of the audience 
breathe a sigh of relief and fall back in their seats. Others sit 
upright. looking behind them to scan the audience and look for 
signs of what is happening. 
lbey are the -ones that first see the man leaning over a 
over woman slumped in her seat. She is about 40, with shoulder-
length brown hair that i'> greying. Those grey strands match the 
grey of her unconscious face. 
An usher rushes down the center aisle to make an an-
nouncement to the audience. She tells the audience that the thea-
ter is sorry for the inconvenience but there is a medical emer-
gency. If the audience will please be patient, the movie will stan 
up again as soon as pos..'>ible. She once again apologizes. All the 
while she is wringing her hands. She walks back up the aisle, 
pas..'>ing the woman. Many eyes follow her. Then. a few people 
stand up. They stretch. Some leave to go to the bathroom. 
The paramedics arrive, blocking those who left from re-
entering the theater. The paramedics inject an IV into the still-
unconscious woman. Then they put an oxygen mask on her face 
and continue to work. 
It's whispered throughout the audience that the woman 
See Skarbek, p. 9 
CUre------------------------
continued from p. 1 
of reading actively and criti-
cally. The intent of most au-
thors is to manipulate and con-
vince readers to go along with 
their view or argument. "Read-
ing acm;s tl:k: grain" would tea.il 
students to criticize and ques-
tion the author's underlying 
assumptions and intent. 
Another way in which 
the core may be improved will 
be to have some form of course 
sequencing. Currently the core 
is a list of courses which arc 
often perceived as obstacles or 
hurdles, said Shaver. Students 
are given no explanation of why 
they should be taking these 
particular courses. Because no 
required sequence exists, the 
core ends up being a series of 
introduction classes. Faculty 
cannot develop or build upon 
concepts or ideas from l:oursc 
to course. 
Furthermore, "lbe 
core curriculum should reflect 
better the kind of world that our 
graduates will be a part of and 
hopefully be leaders in." as-
serted Shaver. Content devel-
opment for the new core will 
address global and international 
issues, as well as the diversity 
within U.S. society. Leaders 
need to understand ethnic, class 
and gender differences in order 
to be effective, Shaver stated. 
In rco;ponse to a ques-
tion about the produ1...tivity of 
the Faculty Conference held 
Wednesday Apri13. Shaver was 
very positive. Shaver reported 
that over 60 faculty members 
met at the Bethlehem Center. 
Every single person spoke ahout 
his or her concerns and ideas. 
A committee presented a spe-
cific core curriculum proposal. 
Some parts of the proposal, es-
pecially the freshman seminar, 
were widely supported, while 
other portions were roundly 
debated. 
Shaver stressed the 
importance of faculty partid-
pation and agreement on the 
formation of the core curricu-
lum. "Faculty have to design 
it, own it, and bdil-ve in it." 
cmpha-.i7..00 Shaver. He pointed 
out that no matter what the core 
is on paper. what students actu-
ally experience is up to the 
faculty who teach the core. The 
Dean's Council met e<trly this 
week discuss the core propos-
als further and the entire fac-
ulty will meet again tomorrow 
for three hours to discuss core 
improvement<; further. 
Shaver said the fac-
ulty showed great support for 
requiring a seminar course each 
year. Most supported at least a 
freshman seminar and a senior 
seminar. The senior seminar 
would be modeled analogically 
on the freshman seminar in that 
the focus would be on transi-
tion. In the case of the senior 
scm inar the course would con-
centrate on life. 
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Rape statistics soared in 1990 
(CPS)- Rapes and rape investi-
gations galvanized students at 
Cornell University in New York, 
the University of Colorado at 
Boulder and the University of 
Wisconsin at Madison in March. 
On March 22. mean-
while, a U.S. Senate report 
claimed more women were 
raped around the U.S. in 1990 
than ever before, exceeding 
100,000 victims for the first 
time. 
"American women are 
in greater peril now from attack 
than they have ever been in the 
hi~tory of our nation," Sen. 
Joseph Biden. D-Del., said in 
releasing the report. 
Cornell public safety 
officers were investigating the 
reported gang rape of a student 
March 13, and Boulder police 
were probing if an inebriated, 
partially unclothed woman stu-
dent who was hit by a car after 
running from a fraternity party 
had been sexually assaulted. 
In Madison, Chi Phi 
fraternity President Benjamin 
Schomburg said house resident-; 
watched as a couple had sex on 
the chapter's lawn March 21, 
believing the sex was consen-
sual However, the woman later 
told police she had been raped. 
Threat---------- Jackson 
continued from p. 3 
He also stated that he felt there 
was no connection between the 
bomb threat and mcial inci-
dents at Tcikyo Loretto Heights 
University. 
Isenhart stated that any 
bomb threat is serious business 
and is never taken lightly. He 
stated that if the person who 
called in this threat were found, 
he would be prosecuted. If the 
call wao; a prank. he urged stu-
dents to remember that such an 
action is disruptive and unfair 
to faculty, staff, and other stu-
dents. 
continued from p. 8 
rest of the world has to say. 
Ever talk to an ELS 
student about their perception 
of American values? Mak.e an 
attempt sometime. You'll be 
amazed at what you might learn. 
I also hope that you have al· 
ready been thinking at least some-
what about what I just wrote. Skarbek---------------------------
continued from p. 8 
has suffered from a heart at-
tack. Within three more min-
utes, the audience grows bored 
with this. 
Where's the action? 
Where's the gore? Where's 
the spine-tingling suspen~? 
Where's the music that cres-
cendos when death threatens? 
What is this, a real life-or-
death situation? 
A few people start 
asking one another things like. 
when will the movie come back 
on? Do you think. they'll give 
us free tickets for this? How 
much time has it been? Do you 
think. we'll have to miss din-
ncr? 
I'm not kidding. 
I didn't leave Silence 
ofthe Lambs wondering "What 
does this movie say about our 
culture?" as I so often do when 
I leave a movie. 
Many membersofthe 
audience had unconsciously 
answered it for me. 
And I thought I felt 
sick during parts of the movie. 
Hah! 
P.S. lbe woman regained con-
sciousness after ten minutes. 
She was able to walk to the 
stretcher. She did apparently 
have a heart attack.. 
And I h<tve a free 
coupon for one large popcorn 
that lswear I will never use. 
INTRAMURAL SPORTS COUNCIL 
POSITIONS FOR FALL NOW AVAILABLE! 
3 Co-ordimitor Positions 
FIELD SPORTS 
Football 
Soccer 
Softball 
INDOOR SPORTS 
Basketball 
Volleyball 
Floor Hockey 
Indoor Soccer 
RECREATION 
Outdoor Volleyball 
Racquetball 
Wallyball 
3 on 3 Basketball 
Each position will supervise referees and volunteers 
to help make the sport run smoothly. 
You will receive a $500 stipend plus any referee 
money you accumulate. 
Applications available April 1st to April 17th 
Campus Life Office, Room 214, StudentCenter. 
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Spor~--------------~--~~~------------~-----Tennis teams prepare for 
INTO THE GAP:Sophomore Hung Pham charges the 
net while vollying against a recent competitor. Pham 
has been steadily improving throughout the course of 
this season. 
Photo by Julie Chauvin. 
Up coming home matches 
ftball: 
27 
Metro/Denver Tournament 
Southern Utah State College 1:00 p.m. 
Southern Utah State College 1:00p.m. 
University of Denver 2:00p.m. 
CU--Colo. Sprgs. 11 :00 a.m. 
FINAL HOME MATCH!! 
17 Biola University--California TBA 
20 US Air Force Academy 9:00a.m. 
FINAL HOME MATCH!! 
BE A 
S.A.I.N.T! 
Applications available in 
Campus Life, Room 214--
Student Center 
Applications due back on 
Monday, April 15th 
"Don't be left out . .. 
.. . GET CANONIZED!" 
CAC Regional tourney 
With nine matches left 
in regular season play, Regis' 
mens and womens tennis teams 
are readying themselves for 
the C.A.C. Regional Tourney. 
At this point in the 
season, the men's team is unde-
feated in conference play and 
stands a good chance of per-
forming well in the April26-28 
regional playoffs, in the mind 
of Coach Jim Keelan. The 
women, however, are struggling 
to overcome a lot of injuries. 
As of March 27 the 
men's tennis team has recorded 
victories against the University 
of Denver (5-4), Eastern Mon-
tana (9-0), and Bethany Col-
lege (8-1). Regis fell short to 
Mesa State College and the Uni-
versity of Northern Colorado, 
losing 8-1 to both schools. 
The women's team beat 
Eastern Montana 8-1 and the 
University of Southern Colo-
rado 7-2. Losses have come at 
thehandsofUNC8-l andMesa 
4-5 . 
The men and women 
will end this week of play in the 
UNC Tourney at Pueblo. On 
April 16 both teams will face 
DU. On April17 the women 
will challenge Biola Univer-
sity of California. 
Aprill8pitsColorado 
College against both the men 
an women. Then, Air Force 
flies into town on April 20 to 
play the men. On April 22 the 
women are to face Metro State. 
The men will travel to 
Golden for their final match to 
play the Colorado School of 
Mines on April25 . The C. A. C. 
Tourney will be held at Metro 
State College on April 26-28. 
Golfers gunning hard for third place 
by Nick Jackson 
There are some sports 
competitions which leave people 
on the edges of their seats with 
little or no fmgernails (or voices) 
left and hearts verging on break-
down. Then there are those 
competitions where a club gets 
so far ahead that the spectators 
just sit comfortably and watch 
the other teams get demolished. 
At Meadows Country 
Club on April5, the spectators 
were afforded a significant 
example of the latter when the 
Regis College golf team played 
Denver University and Colo-
rado Schoo\ of Mines. The 
final results were completely 
· on the side of the Rangers as 
they sliced the Pioneers and 
Mines into the lake, scoring a 
combined total of 308. D.U. 
and Mines fought for a very 
close second, with 348 strokes 
and 350 strokes respectively for 
the two teams. 
"We are going at full 
potential at this time," Coach 
Mike Kramer remarked, ex-
pressing his satisfaction that the 
team is beginning to peak ex-
actly when they should. With 
two matches left, the Rangers 
are almost finished with play 
this year. According to Senior 
Randy Meyers, playing in his 
final season, the Rangers are 
"in close contention with the 
University of Southern Colo-
rado (USC)for third place and a 
spot in the regiona\ playoffs." 
In the top two spots are the Air 
Force Academy and Fort Le-
wis College respectively. 
Concerning USC, Meyers 
commented that "all of the 
Focus On ... Golf 
AME: Randy Meyers 
. OF BIRTH: Plainville, Kansas 
VORITE CLASS: Christian Love and Marriage 
A YO RITE TEACHER: Fr. Burke and Dr. Medina 
., '·""e.M.TEST STRENGTH: Sense of humor 
WEAKNESS: Procrastenation 
BOOK READ: To Kill A Mockin2 Bird 
YO RilE ASPECT OF GOLF: Competition and mental 
demand 
PEEVE: Spoiled brats 
VORITE COMPOSER OR MUSIC GROUP: Huey Lewis 
-GRADUATION PLANS: Becoming a PGA teaching 
pro 
TO LIVE BY: "You're never to old to have a 
childhood." 
matches have been tight, but 
they always have been able to 
sneak by." 
At this time, Regis has 
been carried by top perform-
ances by Sophomore John 
Gardenour, Freshman Corey 
Martenson, and Senior Randy 
Meyers. The clubs of these 
three players have earned them 
a place among the Top Ten in 
the league of 13 schools. They, 
along with the rest of the team, 
have also given Kramer confi-
dence that Regis will finish either 
third or fourth in the league. 
Regis' final regular 
season matches will· be at the 
University of Northern Colo-
rado and the Air Force Acad-
emy tournament. Three or four 
Division I schools are expected 
to be among the contenders at 
this tournament. 
Golfers to 
rame clubs 
at Kellogg 
tourney 
by Nick Jackson 
All Regis College 
golfers are selling raffle tickets 
for a brand new ;et of Titlest 
golf clubs to be given away at 
the Lou Kellogg Memorial Golf 
Tournament on May 17 at Ar-
rowhead Golf Course. The 
tickets cost $2.00 for one or 
$5.00 for three and a person 
does not have to be present at 
the tournament to win. 
Tickets for the tour-
nament are $75 per team of 
four people. If three other people 
can't be located, a person can 
opt to join the draft and thus be 
put in with another team. The 
fee is a direct donation to the 
golf team and helps out with 
equipment, travel, and various 
other items necessary to the 
team. For further information, 
contact Randy Meyers (Room 
318 in West Hall), Corey Mar-
tenson in O' Connell Hall, any 
other golfer, or Paul Brocker in 
the Regis Office of Public Af-
fairs . 
andDlark~n: ________________________________________________________ ~ 
edin wins 400th against UN C 
by Del Stark 
At the onset of Sun-
y's double header with the 
niversity of Northern Colo-
do, Coach Tom Dedin didn't 
ow he was about to win his 
th collegiate game. Dedin 
emarked, "I wasn't aware of it 
ntil it was announced. I've 
en paying more attention to 
etting the program in order." 
This is coach Dedin' s 
ird year at Regis. The bulk of 
is collegiate career was spent 
t the University of Illinois in 
e Big Ten. 
UNC lead both games 
fore entering the seventh 
nning of play and Regis was 
ble to come-from-behind for 
e back-to-back wins. "We 
progressing fairly well. One 
f the big goals we want to 
chieve is to learn how to win 
d we are making strides.", 
'd coach Dedin. 
In Tuesday's game 
gainst Denver UniversitY, the 
gers lost 11-7 giving the 
am a record of 22-15. The 
re to Wednesday's Colorado 
tate University match-up was 
CLOSE CALL:Senior Scott Landgraf looks for a double play in a recent game. At 
this time the Rangers have a good chance to enter post season play whith their 22-
15 record. Photo by Julie Chauvin 
not available before press time. 
With their weekend 
wins and loss to DU, the Rang-
ers have won 13 of their last 16 
games. Dedin says that the 
wins against UNC exemplifies 
the team's winning-growing 
process. 
Team leaders in bat-
ting include Nick Doran with a 
.364 average and Scott Land-
graf with a .363 average. Jeff 
Pibum leads the team with seve 
homeruns while Phil Zimmer 
man leads with 33 RBis. 
In the theft departmen 
Jeff Schuessler leads the te 
with 18 stolen bases in 21 at 
tempts and Chris Hanks h 
stolen ten bases in ten attempts. 
In the pitching depart 
ment, Jim Cleppe is undefeate 
with seven wins and an ERA o 
1.69. Ben Veltien holds a 5-
record with an ERA of 3.35. 
Cleppe was recorded as th 
winning pitcher for both win 
against UNC. 
As of April 8 an 
through 36 games, team total 
show that the Rangers hav 
outscored their opponents 23 
to210. Regishasamassed281 
hits, 185 RBis, 59 doubles, I 
triples, and 21 homeruns. 
The Rangers will 
playing in a Metro Tourney thi 
weekend against mesa Stat 
College, Colorado School o 
Mines, Kearney College, Metr 
State College, and DU. Th 
rangers will be playing Mesa 
Mines, Metro, and Kearney a 
home Friday and Saturday. 
Softballers experiencing 
roller coaster season 
Against her 
will is against 
the law. by Del Stark The past two weeks of play has been a roller coaster 
ride for the Ranger softball team 
as they split a double header 
with nationally ranked Univer-
sity of Nebras~-Omaha and 
lost three of their four games to 
in a series with Adams State 
College. 
Coach Mo Nelson said, 
"Adams State is at about the 
same playing level as we are, 
but we couldn't score on them." 
On their road trip 
through Nebraska, the Rangers 
were able to beat 14th ranked 
Omaha in a 2-0 shut out. Coach 
Nelson said that the win against 
Omaha was a solid win; the 
offense, defense, and pitchers 
all played well to pull every-
thing together. 
While the team sports 
a 14-18 record, Coach Nelson 
says, "We still have to work on 
consistency during games. The 
win against Omaha showed the 
team how well they can play." 
Last Saturday the 
Rangers split a double header 
with Colorado State University. 
Colorado State is a bard-hitting 
team that sends a lot of balls out 
of the park, said Nelson. Colo-
rado Sate won the ftrSt game in 
five innings thanks to the five 
inning rule. Regis hung tough 
though as assistant coach Car-
rie Oletski gave an inspirational 
talk to boost team spirits. Regis 
won the second game 8-3. 
The Rangers will have 
played a double header against 
Colorado University of Colo-
rado Springs by press time of 
thisissueandgameresults were 
unattainable. 
Upcoming games for 
the softball team include a 
double header against Colorado 
School of Mines. the Rangers 
have won all six games previ-
ous against Mines and coach 
Nelson predicts wins if the team 
plays up to its ability. 
The softball team will 
not see post season play, but 
are scheduled to play in a Ne-
braskan tourney in the next 
weeks. Coach Nelson hopes 
the team will peak at this point 
in the season. 
Men's volleyball club 
nears end of tough year 
As the Regis College 
men's volleyball club gears up 
for the final tournament of the 
year, at least one significant 
advantage is going for them; 
·they are having fun. A second 
advantage is going decidedly 
against them, however, and that 
is the win column. 
"Participation level has 
been great," commented Sen-
ior John MacDonald, the act-
ing coordinator of the team, 
"but competitively it has been 
one of the worst years we've 
bad. In other words, we're losing 
but having a good time." 
Although the team has 
yet to win a game this year as 
they prepare for their season 
finale this Saturday, they have 
by no means been blown out of 
many of their matches at all. 
The past five serve as very good 
examples. In each of them Regis 
has managed to reach 15-11 in 
at least one game, having 12 
point games in four out of the 
five matches. The most recent 
match was no exception, with 
Regis finally succumbing to 
Colorado School of Mines 15-
11, 15-13, 15-3. One Regis 
player, John Gehan, received 
his first kill in this match. 
"We just don't have 
the coaching or the practice 
time that the other schools re-
ceive. That is the main reason 
for our losing record, " 
MacDonald commented. 
The volleyball club has 
been in existence for approxi-
mately three years, and belongs 
to a club league of eleven other 
teams throughout the state. 
'"u.,c heard the guys say it a zillion times. If a woman ·ay' 
"no" to -;ex. just push a little harder. 
But ha\ e you heard what the law says? 
Any time you force someone into having sex with you it's 
mpe. A criminal offense. A felony. 
So be careful who you listen to. 
If you do it against her will. it could ruin the rest of your life. 
CLASS OF 1991 
XAAII 0¢ 1991 
Help Make a Difference - Support th 
SENIOR GIFT SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
Since the Fall of I987 we have shared many memo-
ries through our experiences at REGIS. Now give up 
a movie or EVEN a night at the HILLTOP or the 
MUSIC BAR to help a new freshman start building 
memories like ours!!! 
Our goal is 1 00% participation and a 
contribution of $10 would be terrific!! 
WE'LL BE WAITING TO HEAR FROM YOU! 
Send a check to the Development Office today! 
The 1991 Senior Gift Committee, 
Amy .Flaherty Tom Zummach 
Paul Otterbine Karen Zimmerman 
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Will the Brown and Gold 's name be changed? 
by Kate Skarbek 
How many 72-year old 
people legally change their 
names in Colorado each year? 
How many 72-year old 
newspapers change their names 
in Colorado each year? 
That is exactly what 
the Brown and Gold faces in 
Sept. 1991. 
Granted, the paper 
faces a possible name change 
only if the Regis Mudent body 
votes for either black and gold. 
red and gold, or navy blue and 
gold instead of for the current 
school colors on Wed. April 
10. Unfortunately, the results 
of that vote will not be tallied 
until this edition is at press and 
those results will be known by 
the time it hits the stands, leav-
ing no course for thi'> paper but 
to deal with a series of"ifs" that 
may be proven to be irrelevant 
by April11. 
First "if': the student 
body does vote down brown 
and gold a" the school's colors. 
Second "if': the Uni-
versity Task Force agrees to 
rerommend the new colors to 
the Board of Trustees. This is a 
virtual given, Director of Stu-
dent Life Jim McConnick said. 
Third "if': the Board 
of Trustees votes in favor of the 
new school colors. No odds 
can be given here -- it depends 
on an entire series of outside 
factors, like possible alumni 
protests over the change. 
Well, what if all the 
above actually do pass? What 
should the Brown and Gold be 
called? 
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The Brown and Gold 
has had its name longer than 
Regis College has had its name. 
The paper was established in 
1919, chronicles Father Harold 
J. Stansell in his book Regis On 
the Crest of the West. It wao; 
not until two years later, on 
July 1, 1921, that the College of 
the Sacred Heart became Regis 
College, the Catalog of 1921-
1922 notes on the back of its 
title page. 
This Brown and Gold issue commemorated the 20th anniversary of the paper 
and the 50th of the institution. It was four pages long and had a cigarette ad. 
Because of this tradi-
tion, it has bt:en suggested that 
the paper retain its current name 
regardless of the results of the 
vote. Others have suggested 
that the paper be named The 
Highlander, after the first stu-
dent publication of the College 
of the Sacred Heart. The 16 
page monthly literary magazine/ 
newsletter was published from 
Dec. 1888 until spring of 1893, 
one year after the current school 
rolors were decided upon. ac-
rording to copies of The High-
lander. It w~ named alter the 
region of Denver that was then 
popularly known as the high-
lands on which Regis sits. 
Other students have 
suggested such names as the 
Jesuit Journal, the Regis Ga-
zette, or the Regis Reporter. 
Still other students rerom-
mmded the paper assume a name 
which reflects the new school 
eolors. 
"1 am uncertain what I 
would like to see the paper called 
but I would like the new name 
to be backed by tradition and 
have significance for the Regis 
community," Beth Stone, (:ur-
IT'S TIME. • • 
PROM 
Friday, April 12th 
Hiwan Country Club 
$20 a couple, $13 single 
Featuring: 
"Sudden Impact" ~ 
rent editor, said. 
"I would seriously 
ronsider renaming it The High-
lander," Nick Jackson. next 
year's editor, pending General 
Ao;sembly approval, said. "I'm 
not sure, though. I do know 
however, that 1 would not want 
to change it to something off-
the-wall. I want to keep tradi-
tion." 
Brought to you by the Junior Class 
